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Part 1-1. We propose extending cs164b, adding a graphical layer representing run-time behavior. 
In particular, our modified cs164b interpreter will use  graphviz to output a graph representation of 
all control transitions (function calls / coroutine resumes and yields) taking place during program 
execution. This will provide both a pedagogical use for students learning concepts in CS 164 and assist 
developers in understanding an unfamiliar code base. 
Consider code found in prolog.164: understanding the flow of control between process and conjunction 
requires a nuanced understanding of coroutines. This kind of understanding normally requires 
whiteboard work. Our extension to cs164b renders this unnecessary.
Part 1-2. Pattern matching and logical evaluation work is often heavily recursive and results in complex 
control flows. Debugging such code is inherently test-driven. A developer manually traces the execution 
of their code on an example, and in the process finds bugs. Representing this process graphically allows 
us to better support visual learners.
Part 1-3. Understanding existing code written by another developer is hard and requires examination 
at varying levels of abstraction. Moving to a visual control flow representation allows for high-level 
understanding of functionality. The alternative is manually stepping through code in a debugger (or 
through liberal sprinkling of print statements). This is clearly non-optimal.
 
Part 2. EnvDraw is the closest extant alternative to our system. EnvDraw presents an interpreter to the 
user allowing for normal Scheme code execution. Simultaneously, the system creates a graphical display 
of environment frames and the variable bindings that are created by code execution. See this page for an 
example of EnvDraw’s graphical output.
EnvDraw hooks into Scheme’s metacircular eval-apply structure, tracing through calls to eval and apply 
and graphically populating environment frames based on the calls being made.
 
Part 3.The supplied questions aren’t directly relevant to our system, however we address those questions 
and also discuss a few features of our system. Our domain is any program written in cs164b, however 
the most interesting programs to test our system with are those involving heavy coroutine use. We plan to 
demo our functionality using either Prolog examples (to best show how prolog.164 actually works).
 Our graph structure models each function as a node. Edges between nodes are calls and will be 
annotated with arguments. Each coroutine forms a different root in the graph structure. Calls to resume 
and yield are again annotated appropriately. A potential feature that we could also integrate into our 
system is to allow for optional pausing after each transition. A user would be able to step through code 
execution as a result. 
 
Part 4. One approach involves creating a `register’ bytecode instruction. We separate cs164b into a 
bytecode compilation phase where a user can specify whether or not they want graphical output. The 
register instruction specifies an edge value (for annotation purposes) as well as an indication of the 
transition taking place. We parse through all register instructions, maintaining a record of where the 
code’s internal state is. This approach will be tricky as it tries to avoid modifying the interpreter’s normal 
functionality beyond adding a new instruction that does a lot of processing.
The second approach which is more tractable is hooking into our implementation of function and 
coroutine calls in the interpreter. Here we would explicitly add `edge information’ (who called whom) 
to the interpreter and as a result allow for easy edge construction. The challenge here is in ensuring 
that this remains extensible. If we choose to add edges for new functionality (eg: networking), then this 
would require modifying the interpreter’s implementation of that functionality. The first implementation 
would be less computationally efficient (since edge information needs to be explicitly calculated), but 
would centralize all code in the handling of register. 
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